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DOUBLE POINTS OF THE SLOWNESS SURFACE 

OF THE SYSTEM OF CRYSTAL ACOUSTICS 

FOR TETRAGONAL CRYSTALS 

By 

Claudio MELOTT! 

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to study the location and the 

geometrical properties of the double points of the slowness surface 

associated to the system of linear crystal-elasticity in three space 

dimensions for tetragonal crystals. It will turn out that compared 

with the case of cubic crystals, the location of these double points is 

more involved. Moreover, for some specific choices of the "so-called" 

stiffness constants, a new type of singularities namely "biplanar" 

ones, will appear 

I. Introduction 

The aim or this paper is to study the double points of the slowness surface 

associated to the system of linear crystal acoustics for tetragonal crystals in R3. 

In particular, the position and the geometrical properties of the double points will 

be specified. 

The paper provides the greater part of the algebraic results needed to 

understand the long time behavior of global solutions of the homogeneous 

system of crystal acoustic for tetragonal crystals. The complementary analytical 

part of the argument, and applications to nonlinear perturbations of the system 

will be given in a forthcoming paper. We recall that the system of crystal 

acoustics is a linear 3 x 3 hyperbolic system of second order partial differ-

ential equations. It is a special case of the time-dependent system of elasticity 

in three space variables. Specifically, we will deal here with the following sys-

tem of linear partial d渭erentialequations of second order (cf. e.g., [4], [11], 
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(8], [ 12]). 

(1.1) 
3 

心(t心） = L Cijkl弘（い）， i= 1,2,3, 
k./,Jeel 

叶＝竺0[2 I 

32, = 炉
I 
J oxeox・ 

， 
J 

where u(t,x) E R3 is the displacement vector and cりklE R are the stiffness con-

stants. Our final goal is to obtain decay properties of global solution u(t,x) on 

R_~X R、ofthe system for t→ +oo. By this we mean that we are interested 

in estimates of type lu;(t,x)I .$ c(l + ltl)―t., V(ふ 1)ER} x R, for some constant 

x > 0. Apart from their intrinsic interest, such estimates play an essential role 

when we want to study the long-time existence of small non-linear perturbations 

to the system. For a similar study in the case of isotropic wave type equations see 

e.g., (9]. 

The way by which it is possible to obtain results on the decay for solu-

tions of the system is to represent them as parametric Fourier-type oscillatory 

integrals which live on the so called slowness surface (see definition l .4 later on in 

this paper) of the system. The main difficulties in the study of these integrals 

come from the presence of isolated singularities in the characteristic surface 

associated to the system and of points where the curvature of the surface 

vanishes. 

In order to justify the results of this paper, we now state a theorem on decay 

estimates for the solutions u(t, x) of t_he system (l.l) 

THEOREM l. I. Assume that the stiffness constants c;; satisfy some prescribed 

conditions such that the .1ystem (l.l) is hyperbolic and "near" the cubic case (i.e., 

we consider the tetragonal case as a small perturbation of the cubic one). Then, 

there are a constant C1 and a natural number k~2 such that 

3 

(l.2) lu(t,x)I :s; c,(l + 1,1)-112-l/k L L (Ila訪111+ Ilaで約IIl), 
J=I 1...,1:s;,k 

for all (t, x) E R4, for any solution of the Cauchy problem of the system (l.l), with 

the initial data u1(0, x) = Jj(x), 紐 (O,x)= 9心）， j= I, 2, 3, where Jj and g1 are 
3 smooth fimclions on R and have compact support. 

The details of the argument and specific information on the conditions on the 

stiffness constants will be given in a forthcoming paper. (Also see (LO].) Similar 

estimates are valid for the solutions of the system of crystal acoustics for cubic 

crystals (see e.g. [8]). The general strategy for proving results of the type of 
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theOJ℃ m 1.l is well established, see [5], [8]. Starting point is that we will write the 

solution of the Cauchy problem in terms of parametric integrals over the slowness 

surface of the system. Moreover, it is possible to separate the contributions 

coming from different parts of the slowness surface, depending on their geo-

metrical features. Jn particular, we will have to use theorems about estimates for 

Fourier transform of surface carried densities for surfaces which have singular 

points or for which the curvature may degenerate in the smooth part. In the 

absence of biplanar singular points, the necessary results have essentially been 

established in (l], 17], [6) and IJ6]. However. when the slowness surface has 

biplanar double points, we also need the following theorem (see l I OJ and a 

forthcoming paper). 

THEOREM J .2. Assume that S is a sw孜teewith a bゅlanardouble poinl in 1he 

origin, defined by the equation g(ふy)= z, and lei F : S→ C be a continuous 

function which is bounded in a neighborhood of the origin which is such that the 

function f(x,y) = F(x,y,g(x,y)) is <(J1 on (x,y) #-0 small, andfor which there is 

a constant c such !hat 

図．ヽ・,y)F(x,y,r;(x,y))I::=; cf~for O #-I(.、:,y)I:::; s. 

ff K are small enough, ,re can find a constant c', such that 

加 7,,) = f exp[, が+i17y + ir:z]F(x; y;2) dv, 
.s 

satisfies 1he eslimme 

(1.3) ¥!((11, て）I::::: c'(l + l(r,p)¥rJ/2 In(]+ ¥((1p)I), 

provided F(x, .Jちg(.、:,y)) 1;onishes for l(x, y)\~K 

The geometrical properties and the position of the double points of the 

slowness surface are well known in the case of cubic crystals: in the non de-

oenera!e case they are precisely 14 in number (cf e.g., [7), and [Ill). Of these, 

6゚ lie on the coordinate axes, exac!ly one on each semi-axis, and are of uniplanar 
d. 

type. The remaining 8 double points lie on the space 1agonals (1.e. the lines 

!¢ii= 1(2I = IらI),in each octnnt of R 3 lying precisely one and are of conical type. 

We will see that in the general tetragonal case tl1e double points lie in 

different and in fact more complex configurations. In addition, a new type of 

singular points appears for tetragonal crystals in spec, ・nc cases. They will be called 

The name biJ汁onarcomes from the fact that 
sjngulaT points of biplanor type. 
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the best local second order affine approximation of the slowness surface at the 

respective singular points is the union of two transversal planes. 

We next observe that if we take into account the symmetries inherent to the 

tetragonal crystal class, we can rewrite the system in the following form 

(1.4) 贔=(c1尻+C66吐+C44祐）tit+ (c12 + C66)of四＋（叩+C44)of沢3,

贔 =(c12 + C66)0伍 +(c66叱+c鼻＋し'440ぶ）的 +(c13 + C44)0恥，

8加 =(c13 +臼）0む引+(c13 + C44)0恥+(C44祐+C44吐+C330ぷ）U3, 

where we used the two-index notation for the stiffness constants (cf. e.g., [ l l ]). 

Moreover we assume several restrictions on the constants ciJ, which come from 

physical considerations, and in particular imply that the system (I.I) becomes 

hyperbolic. We will not write these conditions down explicitly here, but we will 

assume that the following implicit condition on the stiffness tensor holds: we 

suppose that the matrix 

(l.5) A(¢)= (t Cijklば,)
j,/=I i,k=l.2.J 

is positive definite for all <; E R3 (cf. e.g. (4], (8] and [6]). We recall that the 

characteristic polynomial of the system is given by the determinant of P(r, ど），

where r ER, <; E R3 and P(パ） is the following matrix: 
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-(C12 + CGG)もら

召— CG6どf - c11対一 C44好
-(C13 + C44)~ ふ

-(c13 + C44)もら

-(co+c.,)らぐ3 ) 

て2-C44t;f -C44¢i -C33どi

Thus, the characteristic manifold associated with the system is 

{(r, ど)ER4;detP(ち()= O}. 

An easy computation shows that the characteristic polynomial p(パ） has the 

form 

p(-i:,¢) = n1(¢)d2(て，¢)d3(r,¢) + n2(ど）d3(-i:, と）cl, (て，¢)

+n、3(c)dt(て，ぐ）d2(r,¢) -cft(て，¢)aら（て，ど）c/3(¢), 

where 

n,(ぐ） = (C12 + C66)叶 叫と） = (c12 + CG6)晶 叫ど）＝
(c13 + c44)2 Y2 

C12 + C66 
c:;;3 J 
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di (以）＝て2-d{(ど）；

屯（ち¢)=召 -d奴），

み（パ） = r2 -dば），

d{(()=C11村+C66(i + C44(j -(c12 + C66)どf

叩）= C66叶+c11召+C44(~- (C12 + C66)召

d累） == C44¢f + C44¢i + C33(3― 
ッ2 (en+ C44)2 2 

C12 + C6G ら・

With these notations the characteristic surface is given by p(r, () = O. 

)25 

This js often written in the so called "Kelvin's fom1" (see [4], [11], [7]): 

(J .6) 11 Iば） n2ビ） n点）
d1(r,~) +寂言戸面芍＝］

REMARK 1.3. lt follows immediately that p(r,¢) is a homogeneous poly-

nomial of degree six. Thus, lhe condition on hyperbolicity implies that for every 

fixedとER3the equation p(で：ど）= 0 has 6 real roots, if multiplicities are counted, 

and it is obvious that for every fixed¢=I-0 three of them are positive and three 

negative. 

DmNJTJON 1.4. The surface S, defined by the condition p(ど）= 0, where 

p(<) = p(l, ~), is called the slowness surface of the crystal. 

Moreover, we define: 

dぷ）= d1(lぷ）； d奴）＝叱（以）： d奴）＝屯(1,(). 

We observe that the slowness surface is essentially the intersection of the 

characteristic surface with the plane r = I. 
As in the case of the characteristic manifold we say that the equation which 

defines the slowJ1ess surface is written in Kelvin's form if the equation p(ど）= 0 is 

in the form 1.6 (where the d,(て；ど） are replaced by the d;(り）• The equation of the 
slowness surface is thus 

凶＋幽恥聾り＝
叫~)屯m 必（こ）

First of all we want to find the double roots of p(¢) and we want to give some 

conditions on the stiffness constant m ・order to avoid triple roots. If we assume 

p(と）= O in Kelvin's form, it is easy to see that, if 11,(ど） 20andd1(ど） 2 0 for all 

どER3, then we can 11ave a double root at~E R3 only when 

(I .7) d{(Z) =嘔）＝瞑））
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or when 

(1.8) 
- - -

叫妙）n粛）n点） =0 

Note that, with our assumptions on the constants, the condition n1 (と）n2(ど）n3(ど）

= O means that~lies on a coordinate plane. 

Now we observe that the points of intersection between the slowness surface 

and the axes are 
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Note that this gives a geometrical irnterpretation of the quantittes C;;. 

Also note that it follows from these expressions that we always have double 

roots on the~3-axis. On the other hand, we have double roots on the other two 

axes only when we have C66 = c44, C66 = c11, or Ct1 = C44. 

So, considering this aod the condition on hyperbolicity of the system, we 

assume the follow mg conditions on the stiffness constants (cf. [7]) 

｀
ー
、
、
ー
、

2

3

 

~f ~. 
~
「

，
ー
、
，
ー
、

C;; > 0, for i = 1,3,• 丸6, C66 > C¥2, C44 i= Ct3, 

2 
(c13 + C44) 

CJJ三C66-Ct2 > 0, C33 - > 0. 
C12 + CGG 

Moreover―, in order to avoid triple roots on the axes, we assume 

(l.l4) c33 =I= C44 and that the c11, CG6, c44 are not all eq叫

REMARK 1.5. Here we want to w:rite down explicitly the relation between the 

stiffness constants in the cubic case and in the tetragonal case. The cubic case is 

when we have 

Ct I = C33, C44 = C66, C12 = C13 

It follows from conditions (l.7) ar11d (1.8) that S has double points only when 

we can write the sixth degree poly110mial p(l) as the product of two homo-

geneous polynomials of degree two a.nd four respectively. Indeed, if n; = 0 for 
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some iE{l,2,3}, then 

(1.15) 成） = d;(n,+1d;+2 + n;+2d;+1 -d;+Jd;+2) 

whereas if d1 = d2 = d3, then 

(1.16) 成）＝辱(n;+加 +11;+2 -dふ

where in the previous two equations the indices are counted modulo three. We 

will study the location of the double points of the sextic (1.15) in section 3 and 

the location of the double points of the sex tic (l. J 6) in the section 4. 

We conc1ude this introduction with some considerations concerning the 

quartics in the plane of the type which appears in the factorization of p((). 

DEFJNITION 1.6. A bi-quadratic quartic in the plane will be called (following 

a suggestion of 0. Liess) of "slowness type" if each ray starting from the origin 

has (when counted、>1ithmultiplic_ities) exactly two intersection points with it. 

Let 

(JJ7) q(x,y)=c. りx4+ c. 叫+a3・、ゲ +b1・x2+ bi戸+c1,

for some constants aゎ匂 CJwith DJ > 0, a2 > 0, c1 =I 0, and 

(1.l 8) q(x, y) = (x2 + y平+ax2只+b(豆＋炉） + c, 

with a > O and c =fa 0. The following proposition (suggested by 0. Liess) is 

straightforward (for derails see 11 OJ) 

PROPOSITJON 1.7. Leiり（ふy)be a quarlic of !he form (1.17). 

・If q(ふy)is of ,he slowness type 1hen 1he follmFing conditions must be 

satisfied 

bi < 0, b2 < 0, C1 > 0, 

b~- 4の CJ~0, bi -4a2c1~0. 

・ り（入:.,y) has double poi111s !f and only if it is 1he producl of 1wo factors of 

degree two. 
d if it has double points, 1hese must lie on the ・lfり(x,y) is of slowness type, an . 

axis, or else 111e have the .following conditions 

af -4a西>0, 

2b氾1-b1a3~0, 
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2b西— b氾3 c 0, 

(a丸ー 2b丸）2 = (bt -4c叫 (aj-4a坪），

with (2b2a1 -b西）(2bta2 -b西） ':fa0. fn this case q(ふy)has the following 

form: 

応 y)= [c五— ~(-a3y2 -b1 + {ct戸こ(i+ a;; ニー4!:~,~2)) ]

[a国—;(-a3y2 -b1 ー ~(i+言こ~4!ご））］
3 

In addilion, let q(x, y) be of Lhe form (l .18). [f q(x, y) is of the sloivness type, then 

the following conditions must i10lcl: 

b :,;; 0, c > 0, 炉-4c :?: 0, 

a+4 > 0, b2 -(a+4)c~0 

Moreover q(x, y) = 0 has double points ij'and only if ei1he1がー4c= 0 or 

b2 -(a+ 4)c = 0. 
ff. b2 -4c = 0, then q(x, y) has one double point on each ax.is and ii is possible 

to write it in the Jo/lowing jorm as the product of two ellipses: 

b 
q(x, y) = (豆＋兄+2-高 y)(x2 + y2十;+/axy) 

ff'b2 -(a+ 4)c = 0, then q(x, y) has one double point on each semi-dwgonal 

and it is possible Lo . lVrite it in the following jorm as the product of two 

ellipses: 

q(x, y) = (o.x2 + f3y2 -y)(配+('j_y2 -y), 

where (('/_ + {])2 =a+ 4, y = -b/(ct. + /3) and炉=C. 

2. Remarks on the Hexagonal Case 

For completeness we review in this section some results which are .related to 

the case of hexagonal crystals. Our main reference is [ 13] although the results in 

itself were known much earlier. We are in the hexagonal case if the following 

condition on the stiffness constants hold: 

(2.1) C12 = C[I -2C66・ 
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Tl 1e main consequence of this assumption is that the sixth d egree polynomial p(,;) 
factors into the product of two polynomials, one of degree two and one of degree 

four. Explicitly we have that (2.1) implies d成） = d,(りandthen 

p(,;) = d1(,;)ld3(c;)(1り（ど）+ n2(,;)) + d1 (,;)(n3(() -d3(と））］．

The factor of degree two has an ellipsoid as wave surface and it is very simple 

(d1 (ど） = J -C66(どf+ (i) + C碍） The fourth degree factor is also easy to study 
since the variablesど andc .1 .2 appear always in the form灯＋と； (note that 

n1 (~) +疇） = (c11 -C66)(,;f + (i)), in accordance with the property of rota-

tional symmetry with respect to an axis of hexagonal crystals. Therefore the wave 

surface is known explicitly. Thus it's sufficient to s_tudy the double points on the 

coordinate planesも=0 (or令 =0) and (3 = 0. 

Moreover the singularities have the following form. 

(i) If c11 = C44 the quartic associated to the fourth degree factor has two 

double points on eachむaxis,with i = 1,2 (cfr. Proposition 3.2). 

(ii) If c11 = c66, the quartic associated to the fourth degree factor has two 

double points on each (;-axis, with i = 1, 2 and four double points one 

on each diagonal of the form士も＝士ら，ら =0 (cfr. Proposition 3.3). 

(iii) lf c44 = c00, the quartic associated to the fourth degree factor intersects 

the ellipsoid on each <;;-semiaxis, with i = 1、2.

(iv) The quartic intersects the ellipsoid one Lime on eachど3-semiaxis.

(v) If some particular conditions on the stiffness constants hold (cfr. Prop-

osition 3.4), Lhe quartic intersects the ellipsoid 111 eight double points, one 

on each quadrant of coordinate planesも=0, with i = 1,-2. 

3. Double Points of the Slowness Surface in the Coordinate Planes 

J n this section we will study the location of the double points on the sex tics 

which appear when we restrict the slowness surface of a tetragonal crystal to the 

coordinate planes. If we now restrict to the coordinate plane {どER3; も=O} for 

some i E { J, 2, 3}, then the terms in p(() which contain n;(i;) as a factor vanish, 

and we obtain the curve 

gER只，=0外=O} U g ER';(;= O,n;+1d;+2 + n;+2d;+1 -d;+1d;+2 = 0}, 

with indices calculated modulo 3. Orn― restriction is thus the union of an ellipse 

with a bounded quartic. Real double points can appear then in principle m two 
ways: jf we intersect the ellipse with the quartic, or if the quartic itself has double 

points. 
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We will investigate this two cases in the next subsection. We will prove that 

the quartic has double points if and only if two of the c;;, i = l, 4, 6 assume the 

same value, whereas the ellipse can intersect the quartic in zero, two, six or eight 

points, according to the values of the stiffness constants. Figures 3. l and 3.2 show 

restrictions of the slowness surface to the coordinate planes for different values of 

the stiffness constants. 

We observe that p(¢) is syn皿 etricin the variables~1 andら.So, we will 

only study what happens in the pla111esど1= 0 andら=o. 
Our first concern is to understand for which values of the constants Cij we 

can have double points on the quairtic. In fact, as we have already seen, the 

quartic can have double points only if it is the union of two ellipses which 

intersect. 

3 .. 1. Double Points of the Quartic in the Coordinate Planes 

Assume at first thatどL= 0. Then the restriction of p to¢1 = 0 factors into 

the fonn d, (n2d3 + n3d2 -d2叱） Th is means that { (も》ら）： p(O, ¢2, ら）= O} is 

the union of the two curves C1 = { (と2;(ら）；d1(0, ら，ら） = O} and C2 = {(も，ら））

(n西 +n沿 ーd迅）(0ふ）ら） = O}. C1 is the ellipse s1 (むら） = 0, where 

(3. l) s, (ら，も） = l -l'66(i -C44好，

whereas C2 is the quartic given by .q1 (<;2, ら） = 0, where 

(3.2) 叫
C/1 (½2: ら） = Ct1C44臼+C33C、14<;j-(Cf 3 -C1 I C33 + 2c13叫）索i

-C44(i -Ct I (i -C33(~ - C碕 +I

We can write q1 (ら，ら） as Xc;1 + Y(cら）ど~ +Z(ら）） where 

X = C44C33, 

Y(ら)= (-2C13年+C11C33 -ct)~i -C33 -C44, 

Z(ら） = c11C44(i -(c11 + c44)とi+ I. 

We denote by D(ら） the quantity Y(も）2 -4XZ(も） Weh ave seen in propos1t1on 
1.7 that a necessary cond1tLOn for the quartic (3.2) to have double points is that 
D(いっ havepos1ttve double roots an.d its leading coefficient be positive. After 
some calculations, we can write D(も） as 

D(.;2) = A吋＋硲 +c
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with 

A = (c, 1 c33 -2c13C44 -cも）2 -4cもC33C11,

B = -2(c33 + C44)(c11c• 2 
ふ3- C13C44 -C「3)+ 4C44知 (C44+ CJl), 

C=cも+Cj3 -2C44C33 

We can therefore have double roots only if D1 = B2 -4A C = O. The expresswn 

for Di is quite long, but it factors conveniently to 

Di= 16C44知 (c13+年）2(ふ+2c13C44 + C44C33 -C33CJ J + C44年））

and so we have D1 = 0廿 andonly if 

(3.3) D1 = (ci3 + 2c13臼+C44C33 -C33C11 + C44C11) = 0. 

Note that c33C44 is strictly positive and c13 + c44 -=fa O by conditions (1.12) 

Moseover the double root of D(ら） is positive if and only if 

(3.4) B = -2(c33 +年）(Cl] C33 -2c 13 C44ーボ）+ 4c44知 (c44+ C11) .$ 0. 

A further condition for the quartic (3.2) to have double points is that A > 0, i.e 

(3.5) (c11ら3-2cn年 — ふ）2 -4c恥3C11> 0 

If we denote byらthedouble root of D, the last condition for the quartic (3.2) to 

have double points is that Y(ら） ~o; i.e. 

(3.6) (c1 I+ C44)(c11C33 -2c13C44 -Cむ）ー2(c33+ C44)C11C44~Q. 

REMARK 3. J. Here and in the following we assume another condition on the 

stiffness constants. This condition comes from physics and numerical examples of 

stiffness constants for tetragonal crystals agree with it. We assume that c12 and 

叩 aresmall when compared with c,-,-, for i = l; 3, 4, 6. 

With the assumptions of remark 3.1 the conditions (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and 

(3.6) reduce to the following 

、I
,

）
、
ー
／
）
。
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．

 

3

3
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（

（

（

 

C44C:;:; -C3約 I+C44CJJ =0, 

？ 

C11C33 > 4C44, 

<'11 (c;:; —臼）> 2cJ4; 

C:i3(C11 -C叫>2cJ4. 
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／（ From (3.7) it follows that c11 == c33c44 c33 -c44) and, caking into account this 

condition the condttions (3.8 )， (3.9) and (3.10) yield c33 < c44. But if C33 < C44, 
then c11 must be negative and therefore we can conclude that q, (もら） can have 

double points only on the axes. 

We can now understand whether or not the quartic q, = 0 can have double 

points on the axes. We recall from (l.l l) that the points on the positive~3-axis 

are 

(o,o, 嘉） and (o, O土） ， (o,o,¾,)

Since the first point here is a point on the ellipse (3. l), it follows that the double 

point on the positive ,3-axis is the result of the fact that the ellipse and the 

quartic touch. The points on the positiveとraxisare 

(o, 士*''。〉 (o, 土太，o),(o, 土太o)
Again, the first point lies on the ellipse (3.1), so it follows that the quartic has 

double points on the positiveむaxiswhen cu = C44. 

Thus, we have proved the following proposition. 

PROPOSlTlON 3.2. Let qi (ど2,ら） = 0 be the quartic defined by (3.2). ft has 

double points if and only if c11 = C44. In this case ql (こ2,ら） = 0 has two double 

points of coordinates (0, 土1/✓云ふ0),on theどraxis.

We now deal with the restriction toら=0. Since the restriction of p to 

this plane factors into d3(ntd2 + n2d1 -dtd2) = 0, we then have to look at the 

ellipse 

(3. L 1) S3(et, ら） = d3(el, 仕 0)= 0 

and the quartic伶((1,ら） = 0, where 

(3.12) q3(<; いと2)= CuC66(~i +どi)+(c~l ―- d2 -2c12c66)と}c;弓

-(c11 + C66)(c;} + (i) + l. 

We have seen in the previous section that such double points can only lie on the 

axes or on the diagonals. The double points on the axes are known from the 

relations (1.9) and will exist when c11 = c66. The points on the positive principal 
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diagonal ~1 =ど2,~1 2!: 0 of the quarllic are on the other hand 

（三三三o),(こ三，o)
It follows from thjs that the quartic has double points only in the case when 

c11 -c12 = CJ 1 + C12 + 2c66, i.e., when c12 + c66 = 0. Since we assume that c12 is 

small compared wjth C66, there will thus be no double points on the quartic and 

the double points of p(~1, ¢2, 0) = 0 m-ust come from the intersection of the ellipse 

with the quartic which we will now compute. Thus, we have proved the following 

proposition. 

PROJ>OSJTJON 3.3. Let q3(¢1, ら） == 0 be the quar1ic defined by (3」2).

lt has double points if and only if c11 = C66・/11 this caseの（ら,c;2)= 0 has 

four double poin1s, two 011 the¢1 -ax.is, and 11110 on theむaxis,of coordinates 

（士 I/✓函，0,0) and (0, 士1/✓苓，0)respectively. 

· =• O with (c11,c33,c44,c66,c,2,cn) equal to (4,3, 1,2, Figure J: Restrictions of S to the plane ,1 
-1/2,1/5) and (1,3,4,2,-l/2, l/5) respectively. 

3.2. On the lntersection of the Ellipses with the Quartics 

in the Coordinate Planes 

As before, we assume al first that~, = 0. We have the following 

proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. let s1 (← ら） and CJ1 (も，ら） be the polynomials defmed in 

(3. l) and (3.2) respectively. We denote 

;; 2 (c13 + Cば+(C44ーは）(C11 -l'66) 
臼＝

C1 I出+2C13C44睾+cf 3 C66 -C1 l C33l'66 + C33C姦‘

：： 2 (c44 -l'GG)(c11 -l'66) 
ら＝

C11CJ4 + 2叩C44噂＋屯啜— Ct[C叫66 + C33C姦

If the stijjness conswnts cii are such thatら andら arepositive and c11 ta 

C66 :;f: C44, then s, (ど2,ら） = 0 intersects q1 (ら，ら） = 0 in six points of coor-

dinates: 

（闊，士長）） (0尋砂）

If the stiffness constants cリ aresuch thatらandらarenot positive, then 

s, (丘ら） = 0 intersects q, (も，も） = 0 only in the points (0, 0, 士J訂云り．

ク

Figure 2: Restrictions of S on the planeら=0 with (c, 1, c,3, c:44, C66, c:12, 叩） equal to (2, 3, l, 4, 
-1/2, 1/5) and (4, 3, 2, l, -1/2, l/5) respectively. 

PROOF. We denote P = (0ふふ）• P'= (豆ら） then corresponds to an 

intersection point of s1 = 0 wtth q1 = 0 if we have simultaneously 

d1(P)=O, (n函 +n沿―d泌）(P) = 0, 
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I with the usua notation. The condition d1 (P) = O means that P'= (らふ） lies on 
the ellipse 

1-cぷi-C44(~= 0, 

which gives 

(3.13) 
2 

とj= g(ら） l -c66ら
＝ ． 

C44 

We have to insert the value of好 given by (3. 13) into the eguat1on 
(n珀+n3d2 -d迅）(P) = 0, and to solve the resulting eguation forら Calcula-

tions are simplified if we make the following preliminary remarks: the values of 

d2, n2 -d2, and d3, forも=0 andらgivenby (3.13) are 

d2 = (-en + 2c66 + cl2)吐

巧ー屯=(c11 -c66)晶

屯＝叩+C66 _ C12 + C66 (心＋竺(1-三））＋叩+C44 
C13 + C44 年＋叫 C44 C44 

(] - CG忍）．

After some calculations, it follows that h必+d3(112 -d2)l(Oふ，g(ら））， isdi-

visible by~~and that we have 

lnJd2 + d3(112 -d2)](0, ¢2,g(<;2)) 

＝ 

尋

(c13 + C44)(l -c66¢i)(-c11 + 2c66 + c12) 

C44 

叩＋し:661 
＋ー(c44-(c認+C33(] -C66ど1))
叩+C44 C44 

+ (en+ C44)(I -c66蒻））(c11 -C66) 

In particular, we see thatら =0 is a solution of /n沿＋必(112ー d2)](0,ら，g(ら））

= 0 with multiplicity 2. When¢1 =も=O, the value of (j for which we have 

mtersection is J / c44. Thus, the first part of the proposition is proved. 

The other solutions of [n3d2 + d_,(n2ー d2)](0,位 g(ら）） = 0 are also easy to 
・2. ？ 

ca cu ate, smce [n辿＋ふ(112一屯）](0,¢ 道（ら））／臼 1slinear 111 the variable s =合I 1 . 

We obtain precisely月=2~. Inserting this into si (らふ）, we obtain the value 
. -

ど.3 =ら correspondingtoら＝ら ロ

. 
We now deal with the restnct1on to (3 = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let的(<;I'ら） and q孔ふ，む） be the polynomi&]s defined in 

(3.11) and (3. l2) respectively. We denote 

(c,2 + 2C44 -c, 1)(c12 + 2C66 -2C44 + C11). 
R= 

(c12 + C11)(c12 -C11 + 2C66) 

If'the stiffness constants cii are such that O < R < l and Ct 1 # C44 # C66, then 

S3(¢1, も） intersects q3佑，ら） = 0 in eight points of coordinates 

（土（号））1/2, ±C~c::)1/2, 0) 

冒ご））1/2士C ;c:;)112,0) 

PROOF. We proceed as in the proof of proposition (3.4). The condition 

d3(P) = 0 gives対＝心ー叶.Inserting this value ofど;into the equation 

(n必 +n2d1 -cl1d2)(P) = 0, we obtain 

,2 B士J万
<:;I = 

2A ' 

where 

A= (c,2 + c11)(c12 -c,1 + 2c66)C44, 

B = (c口+Clt)(叩 — C11 + 2c66), 

D = (c12 + C11)(c12・+ 2C44―Ctl)(cl2 -C11 + 2C66)(cl2 + 2C66 -2C44 + cu) 

So we find the requested values ofど1and consequently~2. 口

We conclude this section noting that, if c44 = c66, the quartics q1 (ら，ら） =0 

and c13(も，ら）= 0 do not have double points, but the ellipses s1 (どわら） = 0 and 

砥凶） = 0 intersect the quartics佑（らふ） = 0 andの（も，ら） = 0 respectively, 

on theど1-axisand on theぐ3-axis.

4. Double Points of the Slowness Surface Near the Diagonal 

In this section we will study the location of double points of the slowness 

surface of a tetragonal crystal, which occur when d1 (~) =畷） ＝畷）• Now, 
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suppose that this condition holds and that d;(~) :ft 0. Then~must be a double 
point of (n1 + n2 + n3 -di)(~) = 0, but this is absurd b ecause, given our assump-
t1ons on cり， (n1+ n2 + 113 -di)(ど） = 0 is an ellipse in R 3. Conversely, if we know 
that 

咸）＝瞑）＝孤） == 0, 

for some point e, then~ is a double point of S. Thus we have the following 
lemma. 

LEMMA 4.1. Singular points¢of the slowness swface, which do not lie on the 
coordmate pl .anes. can occur z J and only if di(¢) = d衣）=d点） = 0. 

Our next remark is that d (ど）ヤ ・2 ? 1 _ =d2(<;:) implies c;:1 =c;2. Inserting this 
, f 
111 ormatton into d1 (~) = d3(i;) shows that c; 『 and~~must be related by the 

condition 

(4.]) .2 
ら＝

(-c11 + c,2 + 2c44)(c12 + C6o) .2 

(c13 + C44)2 + (c12 + C66)(c44 -C33) 
<;l 

？ 
Using <!1 =芍 m1d(4.1), p(¢) = 0 reduces to a third-degree polynomial int=ど2.1, 

which will have a double root. 

Solving this equation we then obtain the following value forと2 
.) 

(4.2) ・2 ½] = -
(c13 + C44)2 + (叩+C66)(C44 -C33) 

（叩 +c4ぷ(c,2-c11) + (c,2 + C66)(c33C11 -c12c33 -2.c1) 

This gives 

~= -
ぐ (2C44+ C12 -C11)(c12 + CGc,) 

・' (c13+c4ぷ(c12-CJJ) + (c12 + C66)(c33C11 -C12⇔ -2ぶ）．

Thus we have the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let S be 1/,e slowness surface for the tetragonal crystal 

system. We deno1e 

～？ 
¢ 

詞+C4ぷ+(c12 + C66)(c44 -c_,3) 
＝一

(c13 + C4ぷ(c12-c11) + (c12 + cc,6)(c33C11 -ci2C33 -2cぶ）＇

=-
2
3
 

:
/
f
 

(2C44 + C11 -CIJ)(C12 + C66) 

(c11 + C44)2(c12 -c、、11)+ (c12 -1-C66)(c33CJJ -C12C33 -2cJ4) 
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If the stiffness constants cij are such that¢f and l5 are positive, then S has eight 
3 . 

double points, four on each plane { (も，ど2,ら） ER も＝玲}, of coordinates: 

佑，¢1,士ら）， （一¢1,一!,,土ら）．

（ぶーぶ的）， （一iぷ，土ら）

figure 3: Restriction of S on the plane c;, =¢2 with (c11, CJJ, c*''C66, en, 叩） equal to (4, 3, l, 2, 
-1/2, 1/5). 

REMARK 4.3. fn the case of cubic crystals the condition d1 = d, = d3 implies 

that we must haveどf=¢; =¢f So, if we call the eight lines defined by these 

conditions the space diagonals, in the cubic case we have eight double points, one 

on each space diagonal. Denote F = (-c11 +叩+2c44)(c12 + C66) -(叩 ＋年）2

-(c12 + C66)(c44 -c33). Then, in the tetragonal case, we have double points on 

the space diagonals if F = 0. Further, we can decompose F as 

F = (-c11十叩+C44 + C33)(c12 + C66 -C13 -C44) 

+ (c13 +国)(-c13 -C11 +位＋勺）．

It follows in particular that F = 0 if c12 + C66 -c13 -c44 = 0 and -c13 -c, 1 + 
叩+c33 = 0 simultaneously. To put the conditions into a symmetric form we can 

also write them as 

(4.3) l'66 -C44 = C13 -C12 = C33 -Cit・ 

Note however that these conditions are only sufficient to guarantee that the 

double points lie on the diagonals. The nice thing about the conditions in (4.3) 
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is that the three quantities CG6 -c44, c13 -c12, c33 -c11 measure the "distance" 

to tbe cubic case. These conditions therefore say that the three quantities which 

determine this distance are equal, but do nol necessarily vanish. Thus, if we are 

near the cubic case, we can expect the double points of tetragonal crystal on the 

planes {(とI:ら、ら） E R3 ら＝土ら}to b e near the space diagonal. 

5. Tetragonal Crystals When c11 = c66 

Here and in the remainder of this section we will assume that the stiffness 

constants C11 and C66 are equal. ln this case not only do we have some 

simplifications in the calculations, but also a particular type of double・point 

appears on the slowness surface. We will call _it a "biplanar" double point 

(see definition 5.3). It is a type of double point which does not appear in the 

cubic case, and it is tbe main reason why we need a theorem of the type of 

theorem l .2. 

We begin the study of tetragonal crystal when we have c11 = C66 with the 
description of where the double points of the slowness surface are located. The 

results of the previous two sections yield the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume c11 = C66 and let cり,be such that the conditions 

(1.12), (1.13), (1.14) are smi.yfied and cij, with i <fa), is small compared with C;;. 

Moreover, let S be the slmvness、swfacefor the tetragonal crystal system. Then S 

has six double points, one on each semi-axis, of coordinates (see _figure 4, left) 

（士太o,o),(o士之o),(o,o土六）
Jn addi1ion, ij'(c12 + 2c44 -c66)(c12 + 3c66 -2c44) > 0, 1hen S has eighi double 

poin1.1・on 1he plane {((1,(2,(,)eR3: ら=O} (see figure 4, right), of coor-

dinates 

員号））1/2士（号）1;2, o) 

い（三））1/2士（ご）1/2, 0) 
lVhere all combi11a11ons of siqns are al101Ved and 

(c,2 + 2c44 -C6r,)(c12 + 3c66 -2年）．
R = 2 

(c12 + C66) 
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Fina/Ly, if'!1 > 0 andら>O, then S has four double points on each of the planes 

｛（ふ）ら，ら） e R3: e1 -=ぐi}of coordinates 

where 

（ふぷ，士ら）， （ーぶ—tぃ士ら），

（ぶーふ，土ら）） （一ど1ぷ，土ら），

ご2 (c13 + C4ぷ+(c12 + l'G6)(c44 -C33) 
s1 = -

伽＋位）2(c12 -C66) + (叩 ＋啜）(c33C6G -c12C33 -2d4)' 

ど—
-1 (2C44 + C12 -l'6G)(c12 + CGG) _ 
3 ＝一

(c13 + C4ぶ(c12-C66) + (c12 + C66)(c33C66 -C12知ー2ci)

•O.S OI O.l ,. I J -o.s O O.S 

ソ~~· ~ ,, I 

Figme 4: Restrictions of Son the plane ,;1 = 0 and ,;3 = 0, with (c11,c33,c44,c66,c12,cu) equal to 
(4,3, l,4,-1/2, l/5) and (1,2,5/7, l,-l/7, 1/2) respectively. 

REMARK 5.2. We observe that there exist admissible values of the stiffness 

constants such that the conditionsも>0, with i = 1, 3, and R > 0 of the 

proposition 5.1 can be either both satisfied or both not satisfied or one satisfied 

and the other not satisfied. 

Now we want to classify the double points of S into three different types, 

depending on their geometrical properties. To do so, we need the following 

definitions. 

DEFINITION 5.3. Let S be a surface in R 3 on which the coordinates are 

denoted byと＝（どl,~2, <ら）. We assume that PE S and that in a neighborhood 
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6/t of P, S is defined b y an equation of fom1 /(¢) = 0, with¢E冤 forsome 
function / E CCI.)障）• We assume that V/(ど）. = 0 precisely whenと=P and denote 

by hf(ど） = I: 剌=k(!/が）碍f(P)ぎ theh . omogeneous part of degree k m the 
Taylor expansion of f at P. 

・We say that P ・1s a corneal singu)a,-ity if for some suitable choice of linear 

coordmates hf has the form Jヅ（と） ＝ど2 2・2 
.) (2 -C:3. 

・We say that P is a uniplanar singularity if it is possible to find linear 

coordinates for which hf(¢) =¢i and if / = 0 is locally equivalent to 

(j+A((1ふ）ら+B(¢ 凶） =0 

with A(P1,P2)=0, B(P1,P2)=0, VA(P1, 凡） = 0, for some smooth 

function A B. 

Moreover, we assume that if we denote by△ the quantity△ = A2 -4B, 

then we have 6(ら，ら） = <9(1¢1'(21りfor(も；ら）→ (Pi,Pサ．
・We say that P is a biplanar singularity if the following happens: for some 

suitable choice of lrnear coordinates hfば） ・2 2 = s1 -ら (seefig. 5). 

In the next three subsections, we will prove the following proposition about 

the nature or the singular points of the slowness surface for the tetragonal crystal 

system, when we have c11 = C66・ 

Figure 5: The biplanar double point at the origin or the surface de11ned by the equation 
丑ー(1/2). 召 +2y丑— 2z.召＋翌+2., デ+(J/2)y4 = 0 

PROPOSITJON 5.4. Lei S be 1he slo11mess swface .for !he te1ragona! crystal 

.system. 
The double points of S on theこraxisare unip!anar singularilies. 

The double points of S 011 theど1-axisand¢2-axis are bipfanar singularities 
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If S has double points on the plane { (ふふ，ら） E R3: ら=O}, then they 

are conical singularities. ff S has double points on the planes {(¢1, ら，ら） ER3: 

叶=¢i},and C66 -c44 = c13 -c12 = c33 -Ct 1, then they are conical singularities 

5. l. Hessians at the Singular Points on the Axes 

In this subsections we suppose that the assumptions on the st渭nessconstants 

made in the proposition 51 hold. We begin with the proof of the fact that the 

points (0, 0, 士l/J石nES are uniplanar singularities. 

We denote P = (0, 0, l/ .jc石）• We will prove that▽ p(P) = 0, (o/妬）2p(P) :fa 

o, (a2;aら6勺）2p(P)=0 ifiE{l,2}, jE{l,2,3}, (o/oi;)"'p(P)=O ifjo.j=J and 

the order of derivations in (も，ら） is odd. 

The gradient of p at P vanishes since P is a double point of the slowness 

surface .. 

The following remarks help us simplify the calculations of second order 

derivatives: 

・The factors 111, 112 vanish twice at P. 

・The expressions d; vanish at P for i = I, 2 (but not necessarily for i = 3). 

・When we derivate one of the d;, i = I, 2, 3, in one of the variables幻， j= L 

or 2 then we obtain a factor • and therefore this denvattve will vanish ど}' 
at P. 

• (a;aら）n3 = 0, (位／姥続）n3 = 0 for i = I, 2, whatever j is. 

We conclude from these remarks, that the terms n1d泌， n函 cl1vanish of 

order 3 at P. Therefore, they will not contribute to the Hessian of p at P. 

Moreover, when we calculate second order derivatives of type (か摩包） of 

(n3 -d3)d,d2, then, in order to have a nontrivial contribution, we must derivate 

each one of the factors d1 and d2, since these factors vanish at P. However, first 

order derivatives of d1, 屯 againvanish at P, so we do not have enough deri-

vations to obtain a nontrivial contribution. In a similar way we conclude that 

derivatives of form (o/oも）(a/和）kp(P) vanish when i E { l, 2}, k;::: 2. 

We next calculate (8/和）2p(P). Again, only (n3 -d3)d1d2 can give a non-

trivial contribution. We must of course derivate each of the factors c/1 and d2 

once, to get a nontrivial contribution. Therefore 

(a/aぐ3)2p(P)= (n3 -d3)(P)(a/o~t)d1(P)(a/0~1)d2(P) 

After some calculations we obtain 

炉
マ p(P)= 8(c33 -C44)(c12 + C66) 
祝3 CL3 + C44 
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By assumption on the stiffness constants this is non vanishing. 

We still have to say something about third order derivatives. Jf we derivate 

once inらandthe remaining derivatives are in the variablesな ら，thenthe result 

may be non vanishing. 

We now turn to the case of the¢1-axis and of the¢i-axis. The two cases are 

of course symmetric. We will prove that the points (士］／ふ涵0,0) ES and 

(0, 土］／四 ，0)ES are b1planar singularities. 

Now, we denote P = (J /✓ 菜；0, 0) As before we can simplify the calcula-

tions with some preliminary remarks. We now have: 

・n2, n3 vanish of order 2 at P. 

．屯 vanishesat P. 

・The first order derivatives of the d;, i = I, 2, 3, in the variabJes (2, らvanisl1

at P. 

・n1 -d 1 vamshes at P 

We first prove that 

和(P) 8(c12 +啜）(C44 -C66) 
祝2
, 1 C13 + C44 

的(P) 2(c12 + C:66)3(c:44 -C66) 
＝一耐 cぶ(en+C44) 

祖p(P)
=0. 

へ-~oc::: -.、

]t follows, by the assumptions on the stiffness constants, that (of和）2p(P) and 

(of和 ）2p(P) have opposite signs. ・ 

To calculate the second derivatives in¢1, we notice that the tenns containing 
2 2 

n1, 112 will not give any contribution: they contam factors of type仕 らandthese 

factors are like constants if we derivate them inも Since屯 andn1 -d1 vanish 

at P, we have 

扮 a a → p(P) =-;;-.;-め(P)← (n心―d必）(P) 
祐゜(1 0も

After some calcolations, we obtain the desired result referring to (8/8も）2p(P). 

When we calculate (a/和）1p(P), the term n納屯 givesno contribution due 

to the factor 113, which behaves like a constant under derivations mも.We may 

thus write that 

a2 a2 a2 
~ p (P) =--:; ((n1 -d1)d叫 (P)+ di (P)d3(P)一 巧 (P)
和応 耐
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Since (n1 -d1) and c/2 both vanish at P, we have 

炉 a a 
ー ((n1-d1)d2d3](P) =d3(P)-(n1 -d1)(P)- ci2(P) 
硲 和妬

However, (of aら）屯(P)= 0. Therefore, 

炉祈
-, p(P) = di (P)d3(P)一祠 2(P)
淀； 和

It follows after some calcula tt0ns that (a/ aら）ーp(P) is as stated in the 

lemma. 

To calculate (iJ/oら）-p(P) we note that the term containing n2 will give no 

contribution. The same is true for the term n3d1c/2: here we use the fact that n3c/2 

vanishes of order 3 at P. We are left with 

へ2

硲゚
ー ((n1-d1)d珀 ](P)

Since (111 -d1), d2 both vanish at P, we must have that 

［喜(n1-d1)屯d3l (P) = Cら(P)[~仇 — di)(P)][喜屯(P)]
We use again that (c/cら）d2(P) = 0 and, in the end, we obtain 0 

Now we; prove that 

02 0, 02 
芦 p(P)= 0, 元冗p(P)= 0, 戸 p(P)= 0 

<;20<;3 

To calculate (oり和妬）p(P), we note that the tem1s with n2 and n3 give no 
contribution. Thus, 

ざぎ
-::;-;:--:;-;-p(P) =-[(n1 -di)d函 j(P).
0<;10<;2 

ヘピへ,-
O<;; 1 O<;i 

We ca11 now argue as above. The evaluation of (ぎ／苑和）p(P), 

（町応和）p(P) is done m exactly the same way. 

thus 

R6MARK 5.5. The I ocahzation polynomial of S at P = (1 / jc蕊，0,0) IS 

8(c12 + c55)(c44 -c55) _2 2(c12 + c66)3(c廿 -c66)ャ2

C13 + C44 <;, - ' 
啜 (c13+叫）

<;2. 
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The tangent set at S in P is then given by 

{VE R3; 8(c,2 + C66)(c44 -C66) v? _ 2(c,2 + C66)3(c44 -C66) , 
叩+C44 C姦(c13+ C44) 巧=0, む ER}・

We have two _planes and this is the reason to call them "biplanar". 

5.2. Hessians at the Singular Points in the Coordinate Planes, but not 

on the Axes 

145 

We have to consider the singular points on the planeら=0. Let P be one of 

these points, e.g., ((1ご））J/2; (1 ;c--:)112'. 0). Here we want to calculate 

the determinant of the Hessian of p(() in P. Recall that P satisfies simultaneously 

(5. l) 屯(P)= 0, f3(P) = 0, 

where we denote f, = n, 屯十n』 -d西.Relation (5. 1) can be used to simplify 

the calculation of the Hessians. Indeed, (釘忍）p(P) is very easy to calculate. 

This is based on the following remarks: 

・in view of (5.1) 

a2 a・ a 
ー ［あ(n1d2+ n2d1 -d1(も）](P) = 2-一必(P)一(n,必+n2d1 -d1d2)(P). 
叩 妬和

・]f we derivate d3, 113 or 111屯+n2d1 -d1必justonce in¢3, then the ex-

pression which we obtain will be a multiple ofらandwill therefore vanish 

on our coordinate plane. 

lt follows that 

扮
ー ［あ(P)(n西 +n2d1 -d西）(P)] = 0 
祝5

It is then clear tlia t 

(5.2) 
扮

硲
p(P) 

和 3
- =一 (P)d1(P)d2(P) 

硲

{c13 + C44)2(C44 -C66)(c,2 + 2c44 -C66) 
=2 

Cも{c12+ C66) 

REMARK 5.6. Mixed derivatives of p which contain JUSt one derivation inら

will vanish. This is proved with an argument similar to the one just used for the 
？ 

calculation of (o/年）ーp(P).
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We are now left with derivatives of fo1m (32 Joも続） where i,)E {1,2}. It is 

obvious that (炉／姥況）（研 心）(P) = O. Now, we can again argue as above and 

conclude that 

(5.3) 
祖 a a a o 

8¢;8ど・
(d3h)(P) =一,d3(P) f (P) +ーd3(P)-f3(P).

J 
a<;;; a¢j~aら税

The situation is further simplified by noting that (a/紀）d3 is divisible by (; and 

叩ら）（尋＋鴫—疇） is divisible by (j・In (5.3) we can therefore divide out 

a factor ど局 If we also take into account that 

I od3 l ad3 
--=-- =-2c,i,i 
ど;aもら°ら

then we obtain that 

丘国）(P) = -2C44 [~、ら （浸+t覧）] (P) 

An elementary calculation gives 

l i) 
--/3(ぐ）＝ー4c姦吋・+2(cも一c姦+2c12啜）<;i -4c6GC4尋+4c66 
どIi)ふ

I iJ 
-- }:,(と） ＝ー4cJ6<;i+ 2(cf2 -cJ6 + 2c12l'66)<;f -4c66 l'44ど~+4c66 
ら0ど2

It also follows from this that the determinant of the Hessian in the variables 

も，ら is

(5.4) 疇 cJ4(伍鸞i是―(i鸞+i鸞）2) 

= 4虚饂
l o/j l妬 2 

- (石瓦―万瓦）．
From (S.4), (5.2) and remark S.6, it follows that the Hessian of p = 0 in P has 

the form 

A

0

 

（

＼

 ――
 

R
 闘／）

where the determinant of A is negative. Thus, P is a conical singularity. For the 

other singular points on the planeら=0 we can argue as above. 
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2 Hessians at the Singular Points in the Planes t. =・ -l と-2 

147 

ln principle it is not difficult to calculate the Hessian of p at these points. 

For explicit numerical constants cりthisis a simple arithmetic calculation, but for 

general constants the expressions which one obtains are not as easy to under-

stand. We now begin our discussion recalling that, if P is a double point on the 

planes召＝礼 thend;(P) = 0 for i = 1ふ3.Then, the part d1 d珀 ofp will 

van.ish of third order at P, and will not contribute to the Hessian at P. 1t is also 

clear that we have 

訓砂+I年2)(P)

況淀I

= n1(P) (k~ 月1(P)占い(P)+喜む(P)五加(P))

where the indices are calculated modulo 3, since~ 片.1d1+2 vanishes of order two 

at P. Calcu1ations are quite co1:1plex and we will only discuss what happens 

under the additional assumption C66 -C44 = c13 -c12 = C33 -c11 (see remark 4.3). 

ln this case, i「weset c13 + c44 = c12 + C66 and C33 = 2c66 -C44, then the double 

points lie on the space diagonal. Jn particular they have the following coordinates 

（土(c44+ C66 -C12)ー1/2:土(C44+ C66 -C12t112、土(c44+ C66 -C12)-l/2). 

Moreover the n;(P) have the same values and 

d1 (ど） = l -C66(f -C66苔ーC44<;j+ (CJ2 + C66)叶

ch(¢) = J -C66¢f -C66(~ 一c叫+(c12 + C66)ど；
鰭）= 1 -C44叶 ー C44尋 ー (~C66 -C44)叶+(c12 + C66}c;j-

Denoting q = d必 +d迅 +d叫 itfollows that 

l 祖p(P) o2q(P) 
= . 

n1 (P)¢ ふ改，°ら 淀嶋‘
i = 1,2,3 

The Hessian of p at P is then proportional to the matrix 

A == 

喜
~2 
0 q 

洸20も

咋~· 0ふ0<;:1

02(] 

淀10ら

咋

一
6匂

a2q 

aふ洸2

私1-~ 
0<;10ら

的
灰,at,. -. ・' 

闘
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We can easily obtain 

l孤(P)= 2c,2, 
l紬 (P)

ら徒2
= 2c12, 

l o屯(P)
- ? 
ら洸3

= 2c44 + -C12 -2c66, 
とl 0ふ

and 

I odt(P) 
-;;-- = -2C66, 
c;;2 aら

l 8d1(P) 
- = -2C44, 
ら淀3

I紬 (P)
＝一

も 0ふ
2c66, 

l紐 (P)
-:;--―=  -2C44, 
ら aら

l恥 (P)
-:;- = -2C44, ~ .. 
<; I O<; I 

l ad3(P) 
-;;- = —• 
c;2 aら 2c44, 

Finally, explicit calculations gtve 

.,2 
0 q 

(C44 + C55 -C12) 7,:I (P) = 8(-c12C66 + C44し'66-C44C12), i = l, 2, 
oc;, 

祝q
(c44 + C55 -c,2)-(P) = 8c44(2C66 -2Ct2 -C44), 

喝
.,2 
0 (J 2 

(c44 + C66 -C 1 2)—一(P) = 4((年 +l'66) + 2(-C12C66 + C44C66 -C44叩）），
徒,oと2

） 贔(c44 + C66 -C12一 (P)= 4((c12 —啜） +2心）） i = L,2 
況和

Thus, the eigenvalues of the Hessian of p at P are 

(5.5) 4(c12 + C66)2, -8(c44 + C66 -C12凡 4(2c44-C66 + C12) 2. 

Moreover, the determinant of the Hessian is equal to 

(5.6) l28(C12 + l'6が(C44+ l'66 -C心(2C44-CGG + C12) 2 

Thus, if we assume 2C44 -C66 + C12 -:;6 0, using the symmetries betweenも andら，

we have proved that the double points of the slowness surface on the planes 

{(ふふふ） E R3: 叶＝対}lie on the space diagonals and are conical singu-

larities. 

6. Hessians of Singular Points When c, t i= C66 

In the previous section we studied the nature of the singulat・ pointswhich 

appear on the slowness surface, in the case when we have c11 = c66. Using exactly 
the same arguments it is possible to study the nature of the singular points in the 
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case when C11 # C66-We observe that the main difference between these two cases 

is that, if c11 = c66, then the slowness surface has four bipJanar singular points, 

one on each~;-semi-axis, with i E { l, 2}, whereas if c11 =t c66, then the slowness 

surface does not have biplanar singular points, but it may have eight more 

singular points on the planesも=0, with i E { J, 2}, as proposition 3.4 shows. 

Thus, with similar calculations, even though a little bit more involved, it is 

possible to prove the following proposition. 

PROPOSITJON 6.1. Let S be the slowness surface associated with 1he tetragonal 

crystal system. Assume that the stiffness constants cij sati4y the assumptions we 

made and, in addition, suppose c11 =I-c66. Then: 

・The double points of S on 1heと3-axesare・uniplanar singularities. 

・The double points of S on the planeら=0, which do not lie on the co-

ordinate axes are conical singularities. 

・JJ, in addition, ,ve assume. that Ci 1 -C33 = c12 -c13 = C44 -C66, then the 

double points of S on the planes¢T =¢~ are conical singularities. 

REMARK 6.2. We observe that the proposition 6.1 holds for generic tet-

ragonal stiffness constants cり lt is not difficult to show that, if we consider the 

tetragonal system in the nearly cubic case, i.e. if we assume ci 1 -cぉ=CJ2 -C13 

= c44 -C66 = e, with ]el sufficiently small, then the proposition still remains valid. 

Now, we want to investigate the case when CJ 1 :/-C66, but C44 = C66・We have 

seen that, in this case, the slowness surface has four double points、oneon each 

semi-axis of the coordinate planeら=0. We have the following results about the 

nature of these double points. 

PROPOSITION 6.3. Let S be the slolliness swjace associnted 111ith the tetragonal 

crystal system. As.wme 1hat the stiffness constants Cij satisfy the assumption made 

in the previous sections and, in addi1ion, suppose ci, i= C66, bur C44 = C66・Then the 

four double points of coordinate (土 l /✓写砂0)and (0土：1/✓<云 0) ore umj;lanar 

singularities. 

PROOF. We denote P=(l/Jc石，O,0). We will prove that Vp(P) = 0, 

(8/8も）2p(P)¥= 0, (a2 /0¢;0ら）2p(P) = 0 if i E {2, 3}, j E {J ,2, 3}, (o/o¢tp(P) = 0 

if lu.l = 3 and the order of derivations in (¢2, ら） is odd. 

The gradient of p at p vanishes since P is a double point of the slowness 

surface. 
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The following rem紅 kshelp us simplify the calculations of second order 

derivatives: 

・The factors n2, n3 vanish twice at P. 

• The expressions cl; vanish at P for i = 2, .J (but not necessanly for 

i = !). 
・When we derivate one of the d;, I=  I 2 3 in one of the variables似}=2

or 3, then we obtain a factor c;1, and therefore this derivative will vanish 

at P. 

・(o/aる）n1 =0, (炉／姥的）n, = 0 for i = 2, 3, whatever j is. 

We can argue precisely as in the section (5. l) and conclude that derivatives of 

form (o/iJも°ら）2 p(P), and (8/ 8<;,)(8/ 8¢1)k、p(P)vanish when i, j E {2, 3}, kこ2

Moreover, after some calculations we obtain 

喜p(P)= 8(c11 -C44). 
Ot:;1 

By assumption on the stiffness constants this is non vanishing. 

We still have to say something about third order derivatives. [f we derivate 

once inらandthe remaining derivatives are in the variables c;1, (2, then the result 

may be non vanishing. □ 

We conclude this section with a proposition about the nature of the singular 

points on the planeど？＝どiin the case when they are near the diagonal. Indeed, 

as we have observed, it seems difficult to calculate the Hessian of p at these 

points in the general situation, whereas if c11 -C33 = c12 -c13 = c44―c66, the 

singular points lie on the space diagonals and it is easy to establish the conical 

nature of these singularities. Now, we will prove that, if these singular points 

remain near the space diagonals, then they still remain of conical type. In par-

ticular we will assume C44 = C66, C33 -c11 = e1 and C13 -c12 = e3, wiEh led, 

i = I, 3 small. The choice of this assumption will become easy to understand 

when we will discuss the curvature properties of the slowness surface (cf. [7] and 

[ LO]). 

PROPOStnON 6.4. Let S be the slowness sw炉ceassociaLed with the tetragonal 

crystal system. Assume that Lhe stiffness conswnts cu satisfy the assumptions made 

in the previous sections and, in addilion, suppose c11 t= C66, either c12 -c13 = 
C44 -C66 = 0 and c11 -C33 = e, or C44 = c55, c33 -c11 = e1 and C13 -c12 = e3. 

Then, if Je;I, i = l, 3 and Jel are sufficiently small, the double points of S on the 
planesと2 ャ2

I= s2 are conical szngulantie.1 
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PROOF. We prove th e proposnion with th e assumption c12 -c13 = C44 -C66 
= 0 and c, 1 -C33 = e. The proof in the case when c44 = c66, c33 -CJ 1 = e1 and 
c13 -c,2 = e3 is exactly the same, with th e expressions of h and h a little bit 
more involved. 

We recaJI that, if C12 -C13 = C44 -c66 = c11 -c33, then the double points have 
the following coordinates 

（士(c44+ c11 -c,2)ー1/2'士(c44+ C11 -c12)―112, 士(C44+ C11 -C12)-J/2) 

Now, if we assume c12 -c13 = c44 -C66 = 0 and c11 -c33 = e, it 1s not difficult to 
see that the double points have coordinates 

(6. 1; （土~2: ±ら，土む）

where 

召＝
］ 

+ eh(ey) 臼＝
;2 J 

C44 + C11 -C12 C44 + C11 -C12 
+ eh(cij) 

and 

h(ciJ) = 
ぐ44+ 2c11 -2c12 

(c44 + c,1 -C12)((c11 -c12)2 -(c11 -c12)(c44―e) -2c}4) 

f3(cij) = 
C11 -C12 

(c44 + C1 I - C口）((c11 -c12)2 -(c11 -cl2)(c44 -e) -2牛）．

Thus, as above, it is possible to write the quantities (8河/8も6も）(P), with 

i = J; 2; 3, in terms of the same guantiries 11sed in the case when C12 -c13 = 
C44ー啜 = c11 -c33 plus e times a ranonal function of the stiffness constants cu 

(here and in the remainder of the proof, P will be one of the singular points in 

(6.1))書 So,we can argue as above and prove that, if e is small enough, the signs 

of the eigenvalues of the Hessian of p at P and of the determmant of the 

Hessians when we assume c12 -c13 = C44 -C66 = c11 -c33, do not change if we 

only have c12 -c13 = c44 -c.66 = 0 and c11 -c33 = e. This concludes the proof 

ロ
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